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Abstract A method for generating test sequences for interoperability testing of 
communication systems is proposed. In the proposed method, the system state 
graph, which shows behaviours of the whole system, is generated from protocol 
specifications, and test sequences that confirm each transition and the state based on 
this graph are generated. The method is characterized in that the states of 
individual processes are confirmed, considering independency of the two processes, 
which is a characteristic of the interoperability testing. An application for a simple 
protocol with a retransmission mechanism shows that we can improve testing 
reliability in interoperability testing. Using this method is expected to decrease cost 
for generating test sequences. 

1. Introduction 
Testing is one of the major problem on developing communication software, and 

test sequence generation is a major part of it. Currently, as testings for 
communications systems, combinations of "conformance testing" and 
"interoperability testing" are being performed. About conformance testing[11, there 
are some studies on FSM(Finite State Machine) based test sequence generation[2]-[51. 
Regarding these methods, Reference [2] called trace (based) method is based on 
tracing the FSM and References [3]-[5] called state oriented methods are based on 
identifying states in the FSM. It is shown in Reference [6] that a part of errors of the 
transition function that can be detected by test sequences generated by state oriented 
methods cannot be detected by the test sequences generated by trace method. 

As a study on generation of test sequences for interoperability testing, Reference 
[10] shows a simple example of the method of generating test sequences using the 
reachability graph which shows the behaviours of the whole system. This method is 
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based on tracing the reachability graph. There is a problem, however, in that as in 
the case of the above existing conformance test sequence generation method based on 
tracing, a part of errors of the transition function cannot be detected by test 
sequences generated by this method. 

In this paper, a new method for generating interoperability test sequences having 
a high error-detecting capability by resolving the above problem of Reference [lO] is 
proposed. In this method, the graph showing the behaviours of the whole system 
called the system state graph (SSG) is introduced and test sequences are generated on 
the bases of identification of the states on the SSG. At first, a method which applies 
the existing state oriented methods[3J-[5] for conformance testing to the SSG is 
presented, and its efficiency and limitation of this method are discussed. Next, in 
order to resolve the limitation of this method, a method for generating test sequences 
which identifies the states of individual processes, considering the independency of 
each process in interoperability testing, is given. To evaluate the error detection 
coverage of this method, a simple protocol with a retransmission mechanism is 
applied. It will show that we can improve testing reliability in interoperability 
testing. 

The paper is organized as follows : Section 2 shows models of the tested 
communication systems and a testing environment. Section 3 contains a brief 
review of the concept of state identification ofFSM and the existing conformance test 
sequence generation methods. The interoperability test sequence generation method 
proposed by this study and its application are presented in Section 4. Conclusions 
are given in Section 5. 

2. Modeling of Test Systems 
In this paper, the environment of the tested communication system under test is 

modeled as shown in Figure 1. In this model, a couple of protocol entities 
communicating with each other in the Nth layer, (N)-Entity 1 and (N)-Entity 2 are 
considered. The upper layer entities connected with (N)-Entity 1 and (N)-Entity 2 
via (N)SAPs(Service Access Points) are called User 1 and User 2 respectively. (N)
Entity 1 and (N)-Entity 2 are connected with two-directional FIFO (First In First 
Out) channels via (N -l)SAPs. Here, the protocol composed of the processes modeled 
by two communicating FSMs is defined as follows: 

[Definition 1] Protocol P = (PI. P2) 
Where, 
Pk: k-th process (k= 1,2) 
Pk = < Qk,Ik,Ok,cuk,8k,qkO > 

Qk : states of k-th process 
Ik : input actions of k-th process 

Ik = {p?mi I pE SAPk, mi E Mjk UMki } 
SAPk : SAPs of k-th process 
Mjk : messages from process} to process k () = 1,2, k* j) 
Mki : messages from user k to process k 

Ok: output actions of k-th process 
Ok={p!molpESAPk. moEMkjUMk,,} 
Mk" : messages from process k to user k 

cuk: output function of k-th process QkXIk .... Ok 
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8k: transition function of k-th process QkXIk-+Qk 
qkO : initial state of k-th process 

245 

o 

In this definition, processes denotes tested protocol entities. "?"and"!" represent 
that these actions are input actions and output actions respectively. In addition, 
Wk(q, ai)=ao and 8k(q, ai)=q' means the transition that "under state q, when ai is 
input, ao is output and state is changed into q'," and is represented by "q-ai/ao-+q'''. 

I User1 II User2 

(N)SAP ~ ~ (N)SAP 

E~~~~:~~::]III:~:~~~~~~~]1 
(N-1)SAP ~ ~ (N-1)SAP 

I E?~ I 
Fig. 1 Model of environment for system under test. 

The environment of the interoperabili ty testing is modeled as shown in Figure 2. 
The two protocol entities, (N)-Entity 1 and (N)-Entity 2, which are the tested 
systems, are called IUT(Implementation Under Test) 1 and IUT2 in this model. IUTs 
exchange test events(abstract service primitives) with the upper and lower testers 
via the upper and lower PCOs (Points of Control and Observation). The two lower 
testers communicate with each other via the (N-l) service provider. Hereinafter, the 
upper tester of IUTk is called UTk, the lower tester is called LTk, and the peo 
between IUTk and UTk is called Uk, and the PCO between LTk and IUTk is called 
Lk. 

The test sequences of the interoperability testing describe in what order the 
testers exchange test events in the four PCOs, Ul, U2, Ll and L2. 

3. Formal Methods for Conformance Test Sequence Generation 
In this section, the concept behind the methods for identifying the states of FSM 

necessary for generating test sequences are presented and the existing methods for 
generating conformance test sequences are discussed. 

3.1 FSM state identification method 

While testing, in general, no one can know directly the (internal) state of the 
tested implementation. However, the state can be known indirectly from the output 
sequences obtained by adding certain input sequences, on the basis of the 
assumption that the specification definition is complete and minimal and that the 
state number of a implementation coincides with the number of states determined by 
specifications. As input sequences for identifying this state, W set[31, DS sequence[41, 
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UT1 I I UT2 
L.-_~ __ ... 

U1+ +U2 

lii:!~~:!::I! liE~i~]il 
L1+ +L2 

LT1 I I LT2 * '---~*-----I 
(N-1) Service Provider 

4Zilli> : pea 
Fig.2 Model of environment for interoperability testing. 

and UIO sequence[5] are known. W set is a set of sequences composed of more than 
one input and identifies the state by adding all sequences that are elements of this W 
set with respect to each state. DS sequence is a sequence related to FSM and identify 
the states by being added to all states in the FSM. UIO sequence is a sequence 
related to each state of a FSM and identify the state by being added to each state 
respectively. The existence ofW set is guaranteed[3]. Tere are some cases in which 
some states does not have UIO sequences, but we can use W set as substitution for 
UIO sequences with respect to these statets[5]. DS sequence does not exist in some 
cases. 

For example, the UIO sequence for FSM of process 1 and process 2 constituting 
the protocol of Figure 3 becomes as shown in Table 1. If the output Ll!m is obtained 
by adding the input Ul?m with respect to process 1, we can know that the state is 1 
before adding this input. 

3.2 Conformance test sequence generation methods 
FSM based Conformance test sequence generation methods are presented in 

References [2]-[5]3, among which Reference [2] presents a method by tracing a FSM 
from the initial state without knowing the (other) state. We call methods like this as 
trace methods. In addition, although References [3]-[5] differ in that the W set, DS 
sequence, and UIO sequence are used as methods of identifying each state of FSM, 
basically they present methods for generating test sequences that identify the states 
that perform the three steps in the basic test procedure(BTP) for all transitions. We 
call methods of this type as state oriented methods. 

[Basic testing procedure (BTP)] 
For each transition Sj-ai/ao-+sk, 

(Step 1) Put the implementation to state Sj. 
(Step 2) Give an input ai to the implementation, and observe the output ao. 
(Step 3) Confirm that the implementation is in state Sk. 

3 These methods assume that FSMs have reset sequences which bring the machines to the initial 
state. In this paper we also assume the existance of reset sequences. 
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U1?mIL1!m r:2u=J U2?a~kl U2?nakl 
L2!ack 2 L2!nak 

\) 

Process 1 Process 2 

Fig.3 An Example Protocol Pex. 

process 1 process 2 

States UIO States UIO 

1 U1?mIL1!m 1 L2?m/U2!m 

2 Ll?nak 1L1!m 2 U2?ack I L2!ack 

3 L1 ?nak I U1!fail - -
Table 1 UIO sequences. 

D 

Regarding these methods, it has been known that a part of errors of the 
output/transition function that cannot be detected by the test sequences generated 
by trace method[61 can be detected by state oriented methods. The error detection 
coverages oflatter methods are larger than that of former one. 

4. Interoperability Test Sequence Generation methods 
4.1 Introduction ofthe system state graph 

When the protocol is defined as two FSMs as in Definition 1, two test sequences 
can be obtained by applying the existing conformance test sequence generation 
methods to each process. In interoperability testing, however, the sequential 
relationships between each action in the two test sequences obtained independently 
are important. For example, when the action sequences in the two test sequences are 
alblcl and d2e2f2. since information on sequential relationships between bl and d2, 
e2, f2 is lacking, although it is known that bl occurs after al and before Cl, 

interoperability testing cannot be performed by these two sequences. Such a 
problem is called a scheduling problem in interoperability testing here. 

In order to resolve this scheduling problem, the system state graph (SSG: System 
State Graph) showing the behaviours of the whole system is introduced. SSG is a 
graph with the system states as nodes that can be obtained by synthesizing the states 
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of the two processes and the states of the channels between these processes. The 
definition of SSG is given below. Each channel is assumed to be FIFO. 

[Definition 2] System state s = < q1, qZ, C1Z, CZ1 > 
where 

Ilk: state ofk-th process, Ilk EQk 
cij: channel contents from i-th process toj-th process, CijEMit (i,j = 1,2, i=l= j) 

[Definition 3] SSG G= <S, I, 0, w, 8,so> 
where 

S: set ofsystem states 
I: set ofinput actions 
0: set of output actions 
w: output function SXI ..... O 
8: transition function SXI-+S 
so: initial system state 

o 

Where, w(s,ai) = ao and 8(S,ai) = s' means the transition that if ai is input in system 
state s, ao is output and transition to system state s' occurs, and is represented by s
ail ao-+s'. 

o 

Next, the rules for generating a SSG from protocol P are given as follows: 

[SSG generation rules] Given that protocol P= < <QI. II. 01, WI, 81, q10>, <Qz, 
Iz, Oz, wz,8z, qzo> >, SSGG= <S, 1,0, w, 8, so> composed of the system state setS, 
output function w, transition function 8, and initial system state so, that is inferred 
from I = II U Iz, 0 = 01 U 02, the next axiom Al and inference rules 11-18 determines 
SSG with respect to P. Where E represents that channel content is empty. Also, 
append(Ckj, m), top(Ckj ), remain(Ckj ) are determined as follows: 

append(Ckj,m) : channel of the state in which m is added to the end of channel Ckj. 

top(Ckj): contents of the beginning of channel Ckj. It is not defined in case 
channel ckj is empty. 

remain(Ckj) : channel of the state with the contents of the beginning of channel Ckj 
eliminated. This is not defined in case channel Ckj is empty. 

Al (Initial system state) 
so= <QlQ,q20,E,E>ES 

11 (Input and output on Ul) 

s= <q1,q2,c12,C21>ES, Q1-Ul?m1/Ul!m1o-+Q1' 

s-Ul ?m1/Ul!m10 -+ s' 
where, s'= <Q1',Q2,c12,CZ1> 

12 (Input on Ul and output on Ll) 

s= <Q1,QZ,c1Z,CZ1>ES, Q1-U1?m1/L1!m1Z-+Q1' 

s-Ul?m1/L1!m12-+ s' 
where, s'= <Q1',Qz,append(C1z,m1Z),C21 > 
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13 (Input on Ll and output on Ul) 

s = < ql,q2,C12,C21 > E S, tOP(C21) = m21. ql-L1 ?m21/ul!m10 -+ ql' 

s-Ll ?m21/ul!m1o -+ s' 
where, s'= < ql',q2,c12,remain(c21) > 

14 (Input and output on Ll) 

s = < ql,q2,C12,C21 > E S, toP(C21) = m21. ql-L1 ?m211L1!m12-+ ql' 

s-Ll?m211L1!m12-+ s' 
where, s' = < ql' ,Q2,append(c12,m12),remain(C21) > 

15 (Input and output on U2) 

s = < Ql,Q2,CIZ,CZl > ES, Qz-U2?m2;./u2!m2o -+ Q2' 

s-U2?m2;/u2!m2o -+ s' 
where, s' = < Ql ,Q2' ,C12,C21 > 

16 (Input on U2 and output on L2) 

s = < Ql,Q2,ClZ,CZI > E S, Qz-U2?m2;1L2!m21-+ Q2' 

s-U2?mz;1L2!m21-+ s' 
where, s'= <QI,Q2',cI2,append(C21.m21) > 

17 (Input on L2 and output on U2) 

s = < QI,Q2,CI2,CZI > E S, tOP(CI2) = mlZ, Q2-L2?mlz/U2!m2o -+ Q2' 

s-L2?mlz/U2!mzo -+ s' 
where, s'= <QI,Q2',remain(c12),cZI> 

IS (Input and output on L2) 

s = < QI,QZ,CIZ,C21 > ES, tOP(c12) = m12, Q2-L2?mlz/L2!m21-+ Q2' 

s-L2?mlz/L2!m21-+ s' 
where, s'= <QI,Qz',remain(CIz),append(C2I,m21) > 

o 

In some protocol specifications, there are cases to which applications of these 
rules do not end in a finite number of times. For example, in process PI, if a self-loop 
transition labelled by input on Ul and output on Ll at any state is defined, rule 12 
can be applied an infinite number of times. However, this problem is in general 
impossible to solve, so it is not taken as an object of discussion here. In this study, 
only the cases for which applications of these rules end in a finite number of times 
are considered. Thus, SSG is treated as a finite graph below. 

As shown in Section 4.2 below, by tracing SSG test sequences are obtained as 
sequences of actions of the whole system. In such test sequences, the sequential 
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relationships between actions of the whole system are clearly indicated. Thus, the 
scheduling problem is resolved. 

4.2 Interoperability test sequence generation method 
In this section, the method of generating interoperability test sequences using 

SSG shown in Section 4.1 is presented. In Subsection 4.2.1, first, existing method[lOl 
is introduced briefly and problems associated with it are discussed. Next, a method 
of applying existing state based conformance test sequence generation methods[31-[51 
to SSG directly, named "simple method", is discussed. This method is effective for 
testing that does not consider independency of the processes. In Subsection 4.2.2, 
then limitations of this simple method from the point of view of more strict testing 
are discussed. To overcome these limitations, a new interoperability test sequence 
generation method, named "IP method", considering the independency of the 
processes is proposed. 

4.2.1 Simple method 

In Reference [10], the method of generating test sequences by using the 
reachability graph, which is similar to SSG discussed in the preceding section and 
tracing the reachability graph is presented using a simple example. This method is 
called the trace method here. For example, as shown later, SSG Gex corresponding to 
the protocol Pex of Figure 3 becomes as shown in Figure 4. With respect to this Gex, 

one of the test sequences obtained by the trace method becomes 
Ul?m ; L2?m ; U2?ack ; 11 ?ack. 
However, as with the case of the conformance test sequence generation methods, 

the trace method that does not identify states has a problem of not having the 
capability to detect a part of errors of the output/transition function. Here, a method 
identifying states and resolving the above problem is discussed below. 

SSG is itself a kind of FSM, and a minimal one is obtained by applying the 
algorithm for minimizing FSM. In addition, this SSG can be regarded as completely 
defined by assuming self-loop transitions with an undefined input and an empty 
output. It can be considered as strongly connected by assuming a reset sequence for 
returning to the initial state for each state. The above facts indicate that SSG 
derived above satisfies the limiting conditions common in the PW method, DS 
method, UI method, which are existing conformance test sequence generation 
methods based on identification of states (the DS method requires that a DS 
sequence exists). Thus, it is naturally considered that these methods can be applied 
to obtain test sequences for this SSG. This is called the simple method below. Since 
by the simple method, all the errors of the output function and the transition 
function when SSG is taken as FSM can be detected, the method is effective for 
testing that does not consider the independency of the processes. 

4.2.2 IP method: A new Method Considering the Independency of Processes 

The various methods given above for generating conformance test sequences have 
testing single processes as their goal. On the other hand, in interoperability testing 
we test essentially a number of independent processes. Thus, as shown below, the 
simple method, which applies these methods as they are to SSG, is insufficient for 
generating more strict and effective test sequences considering the independency of 
the processes. For example, regarding the protocol Pex of Figure 3, generating test 
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Ul?m/Ll!m 

6 2 

~ 
L2?m/U2!m 

1 

U2?ack I L2!ack U2?nak I L2!nak 

cb 2 E 

ack 1 ~ 2 E 

nak 1 

Ll?ack/Ul!succ Ll?nak/Ll!m 

Ll?ack/Ul!succ 

h s 

~ 
L2?m I U2!m 

~ 
~ 

U2?ack I L2!ack U2?nak I L2!nak 

Fig.4 SSG Gex. 
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sequences using the UI method may be considered. In this case, the corresponding 
SSG becomes Gex as shown in Figure 4. If Gex is regarded as a FSM here, this 
contains redundant states. Here, it is necessary to minimize by the FSM 
minimization algorithm. SSG G'ex (Figure 5) obtained by minimization is 
completely defined, strongly connected under the assumption discussed above. For 
this G' ex UIO sequences can be obtained. Test sequences are generated based on the 
steps ofBTP steps 1-3 for each transition ofG'ex using these sequences. For example, 
for the transition "3-U 2?ack/ L2!ack---+4," this sequence becomes "r; U1?m; U2?m; 
U2?ack; L1?ack." Here, r is a reset sequence. At this time, the sequence 
corresponding to Step 3, or the sequence confirming the system state 4 is L1?ack. 
Since, in interoperability testing, process 1 and process 2 operate essentially 
independently, it is necessary to confirm the state of each process in order to confirm 
the "state" under the test environment. In this case, it is necessary to confirm state 2 
of process 1 and state 1 of process 2 corresponding to system state 4. Although by the 
sequence obtained above, the input of L1?ack is given with respect to process 1, the 
fact that this process is in state 2 cannot be confirmed. Now, the output obtained by 
giving this input to process 1 is the same for state 2 and state 3, so the two states 
cannot be identified by this input. In addition, since an input is not given to process 2 
by the sequence obtained above, the state of this process cannot be confirmed. As can 
be understood from these facts, confirming the state preceding a transition in step 3 
ofBTP is insufficient by the simple method. 

Thus, the simple method shown in 4.2.1 is insufficient for generating strict test 
sequences considering the independency of the processes. This is due to the fact that 
a SSG is treated as a FSM by the simple method so the individual states of each 
process constituting the system states are not considered, while they have to be 
considered because it is necessary to treat essentially independent processes in 
interoperability testing. 

In view of the above facts, a new interoperability test sequences generation 
method, named ''IP method" is proposed as follows. By the IP method, sequences 
performing the three steps ofBTP are generated on SSG. This method has a special 
feature in that not only confirming sequences (UIO sequences in the ill method, etc.) 
applied in confirming the states of individual processes constituting system states is 
conformed, but also considering the independency of processes, which is a 
characteristic of interoperability testing. Therefore, this method is defined as 
follows. 

[lnteroperability test sequence generation method: IP method] 

(Phase 1) SSG G= <S, I, 0, w, 8, so> is generated from protocol P= < <Ql, 11, Tl, 
WI, 81, ql0>, <Q2, 12, T2, W2, 82, q20> > in accordance with the SSG generation 
rules. 

(Phase 2) For process 1, the sequence U(qlk) identifying qlk E Ql uniquely is 
obtained. U(q2k) is obtained similarly for process 2. 

(Phase 3) Constructs sequences corresponding to steps 1-3 ofBTP for each transition 
Si-ain/ aout ~j (with Si = <ql, q2, C12, C21> ,8j= <q'l, q'2, C'12, C'21 > ), which is w(Si, 
ain) =aout, 8(Si, ain)=8j on SSG, as shown in Cl)-@ below: 

(l)r;x(sO,Si); ®ain; @U(Ql');U(Q2') 
Where, r represents the reset sequence, X(SO,Si) the sequence of the input that is 
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--------.cp +---------. 

U1?m/L1!m 

~ 
L2?m/U2!m 

U2?nak I L2!nak 

(p 
L1?nak/L1!m 

U2?ack I L2!ack ~ 
L2?m I U2!m 

)( 
U2?ack I L2!ack U2?nak I L2!nak 

L1 ?ack I U1!succ 

~ ~T~~~akl 
~ail 

Fig.S Reduced SSG Gex'. 

transitional from the initial system state so to system state Si. In addition, " ; " 
represents the concatenation of the sequence. 

D 

First, in phase 1, the executable protocol behavior of the whole system is obtained 
as a preparation for testing, in order to know the scope of testing. Next, in phase 2, 
sequences identifying the states of each process appearing on SSG are obtained by 
existing methods. These are used in the next phase. Finally, in phase 3, sequences 
checking whether each process realizes an appropriate transition are generated on 
the basis of information of phase 1 and phase 2. 

4.3 Application and Evaluation ofIP Method 
An example of applying the IP method to actual specifications is presented. The 

protocol specification Pex shown in Figure 3 is considered. This specification 
example focuses for example on the transition 2-U2?ack I L2!ack~1 of process 2. 
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For this transition, the transition <2,2, E, E>-U2?ack / L2!ack~<2, 1, E, ack> is 
inferred by applying SSG generation rule 16 shown in 4.1. Thus, by the 
specifications of Figure 3, SSG Gex in Figure 4 is obtained (phase 1) by applying the 
SSG generation rules. In this figure, an oval represents a system state s= <q1. q2, 
C12, C21 >, and the upper left, lower right, upper right and lower left represent q1, q2, 
C12 and C21 respectively. Next, if for example, a UIO sequence is obtained as state 
identifying sequence for FSM of each process of Figure 3, Table 1 results (phase 2). 
In Gex, the sequence for the transition <2,2, E, E> -U2?ack / L2!ack~<2, 1, E, 
ack> can be obtained as 

CDr; U1?m; L2?m; ®U2?ack; ®Ll?nak; L2?m 
where, part of"Ll ?nak" is the UIO sequence identifying state 2 of process 1, and part 
of "L2?m" is the UIO sequence identifying state 1 of process 2. Thus, the test 
sequences obtained for each transition of Gex of Figure 4 become as shown in Figure 
6 (phase 3). The underlined parts of this figure correspond to parts of®. In these 
test sequences, "U1 ?m" for example represents the action that "test event m is input 
on peo U1." In addition, since the corresponding output sequences are obtained 
from protocol specifications when the input sequences from the initial state are 
given, output actions are omitted and test sequences are expressed by only input 
actions. 

transition test sequence 

1-U1?m / L1!m~2 r; Ul?m; L1?nak; L2?m 

2-L2?m / U2!m~3 r; Ul?m; L2?m; L1?nak; U2?ack 

3-U2?ack / L2!ack~ r; Ul ?m; L2?m; U2?ack; L1 ?nak; L2?m 

3-U2?nak / L2!nak~5 r; U1?m; L2?m; U2?nak; L1?nak; L2?m 

4-Ll ?ack / U1!succ~1 r; Ul ?m; L2?m; U2?ack; L1 ?ack; U1 ?m; L2?m 

5-Ll ?nak / Ll!m~6 r; Ul ?m; L2?m; U2?nak; L1 ?nak; L1 ?nak; L2?m 

6-L2?m / U2!m~7 r; U1 ?m; L2?m; U2?nak; L1 ?nak; L2?m; Ll ?nak; 
U2?ack 

7-U2?ack / L2!ack~8 r; Ul ?m; L2?m; U2?nak; L1 ?nak; L2?m; U2?ack; 
L1?ack; Ul?m; L2?m 

8-L1 ?ack / U1!succ~1 r; U1 ?m; L2?m; U2?nak; L1 ?nak; L2?m; U2?ack; 
Ll?ack; U1?m; L2?m 

7-U2?nak / L2!nak~9 r; U1 ?m; L2?m; U2?nak; Ll ?nak; L2?m; U2?nak; 
Ll?nak; L2?m 

9-Ll?nak/U1!fail~1 r; Ul ?m; L2?m; U2?nak; Ll ?nak; L2?m; U2?nak; 
L1 ?nak; Ul ?m; L2?m 

Fig.6 Test Sequences. 

Using the test sequences obtained thus, interoperability testing can be performed 
in the environment of Figure 2 as follows. In the order of appearance of each action 
"P?asp" in a test sequence, by any of UT 1, UT 2, LT 1, LT 2, which are testers 
corresponding to peo P, which is any ofU 1, U 2, L 1, L 2, test event asp is given as 
stimulus and the response of the output is observed. A tester confirms the fact that 
this output action coincides with the output action obtained from protocol 
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specifications. Only when the above is completed without abnonnality for all actions 
in all test sequences, the "correctness" of implementation is guaranteed. The above 
is considered to be determined separately for methods of realization of 
synchronization between each tester and communications between the two lower 
testers LT 1 and LT 2, which are called the testing management protocol. 

The three steps ofBTP are perfonned for each transition in SSG by the IP method. 
By this fact, except for very limited cases(7) all errors of the transition function and 
the output function of SSG can be detected as in the discussion of confonnance 
testing[61. The cost associated with the amount of calculations involved and 
sequence lengths etc. of this method depends on the input number and state number 
of SSG. The problems of cost reduction and quantitative analysis etc. are not objects 
of this study. 

As discussed above, by the IP method which is the interoperability test sequence 
generation method proposed by this study, the state transition corresponding to step 
3 of BTP can be confinned strictly by considering the independency of each process, 
which is an essential property of interoperability testing. By this fact, more strict 
and effective test sequences to the level of processes that cannot to be considered by 
the simple method can be generated. 

Next, an evaluation for IP method is given using an example protocol. To 
investigate the error detection coverage of IP method comparing with the trace 
method and the simple 1.lethod, we verify that each method can detect errors of 
output / transition function ofFSMs. 

As mentioned above, test sequences obtained from the protocol in Figure 3 by the 
trace method are 
1) Ul?m; L2?m ; U2?ack ; L1 ?ack, 
2) Ul?m; L2?m ; U2?nak ; L1 ?nak ; L2?m ; U2?ack ; Ll ?ack, 
3) Ul?m; L2?m ; U2?nak ; L1 ?nak ; L2?m ; U2?nak ; L1 ?nak. 
In transitions 
1 -Ul?m / Ll!m~ 2, 2 -L2?m / U2!m~ 3, 3 -U2?ack / L2!ack~ 4 and 4 -Ll ?ack / 
Ul!succ~ 1 (denoted below as 1 - 2, 2 - 3, 3 - 4 and 4 - 1, respectively) which 
construct sequence 1), we consider 3 - 4 and 4 -+1. Ifitis verified that 1 - 2 and 2 -
3 are correct, step 1 ofBTP about 3 - 4 is executed by input actions "Ul?m; L2?m". 
Also step 2 is executed by input action "u2?ack". So the output function of 3 - 4 is 
verified. On the other hand, step 3 of BTP about 3 - 4 is not executed because input 
actions "Ll ?nak ; L2?m" which are needed to verify the state 4 are not included in 
sequence 1). So the transition function of3 - 4 is not verified. In addition, step 1 of 
BTP about 4 -1 is not executed correctly because the transition function of3 - 4 is 
not verified. It leads that both the outputfunction and the transition function of3-
4 are not verified. Table 2 denotes the result of check that steps 1 - 3 of each 
function are verified. This is the error detection coverage of the trace method about 
the example protocol. In the same way we obtain the results of the error detection 
coverage of the simple method and IP method about the example protocol shown in 
Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. Table 5 shows the comparison of the error 
detection coverages about three methods. From this table, following results are 
obtained. 
a) Part of, but not all, errors that can not be detected by test sequences generated by 
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the trace method can be detected by the test sequences generated by the simple 
method, 
b) All errors that can not be detected by test sequences generated by the trace 
method or the simple method can be detected by the test sequences generated by the 
IPmethod. 
From these points, we can conclude that the IP method can improve the error 
detection coverage of inter operability testing. 

transi- step step steo3 
0 tion 1 2 process 1 process 2 w 

state UfO check state UfO check 
1~2 0 0 2 L1?nak 0 1 L27m 0 0 0 
2~3 0 0 2 L17nak 0 2 U2?nak 0 0 0 
3~ 0 0 2 L17nak X 1 L27m X 0 X 

3~5 0 0 2 L17nak 0 1 U7m 0 0 0 
4~1 X 0 1 U1?m X 1 L27m X X X 

5~6 0 0 3 L1?nak 0 1 L2?m 0 0 0 
6~7 0 0 3 L17nak 0 2 U2?nak 0 0 0 
7~8 0 0 3 L17nak X 1 L27m X 0 X 

8~1 X 0 1 U1?m X 1 L27m X X X 

7~9 0 0 3 L17nak 0 1 L27m X 0 !:::. 

9~1 X 0 1 U1?m X 1 U7m X X X 

Table 2 Error detection coverage of trace method[101. 

transi- step step steo3 
0 tion f 2 process f process 2 w 

state UfO check state UfO check 

1~2 0 0 2 L17nak 0 1 L27m 0 0 0 
2~3 0 0 2 L17nak 0 2 U27nak 0 0 0 
3~ 0 0 2 L17nak X 1 L27m X 0 X 

3~5 0 0 2 L17nak 0 1 L27m 0 0 0 
4~1 X 0 1 U17m 0 1 L27m X X !:::. 

5~6 0 0 3 L17nak 0 1 L27m 0 0 0 
6~7 0 0 3 L17nak 0 2 U27nak 0 0 0 
7~ 0 0 3 L17nak X 1 L27m X 0 X 

7~9 0 0 3 L17nak 0 1 L27m X 0 !:::. 

9~1 X 0 1 U1?m 0 1 U7m X X !:::. 

Table 3 Error detection coverage of simple method. 

5. Conclusions 
In this study, a new method for generation of interoperability test sequences is 

proposed. In this method, test sequences are generated by constructing a system 
state graph showing the behaviours of the whole system and by identifying states on 
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transi- step step step3 
0 tion 1 2 process 1 process 2 w 

state UIO check state UIO check 
1~2 0 0 2 L1?nak 0 1 L2?m 0 0 0 
2~3 0 0 2 L1?nak 0 2 U2?nak 0 0 0 
3--+4 0 0 2 L1?nak 0 1 L2?m 0 0 0 
3~5 0 0 2 L1?nak 0 1 L2?m 0 0 0 
4~1 0 0 1 U1?m 0 1 U?m 0 0 0 
5~6 0 0 3 L1?nak 0 1 L2?m 0 0 0 
6~7 0 0 3 L1?nak 0 2 U2?nak 0 0 0 
7~8 0 0 3 L1?nak 0 1 L2?m 0 0 0 
8~1 0 0 1 U1?m 0 1 L2?m 0 0 0 
7~9 0 0 3 L1?nak 0 1 U?m 0 0 0 
9~1 0 0 1 U1?m 0 1 L2?m 0 0 0 

Table 4 Error detection coverage of IP method. 

Method Trace method ~imple method IPmethod 
w 0 w 0 w 0 

Completely detected errors 8 5 8 5 11 11 

Partial detected errors - 1 - 3 - 0 

Not detected errors 3 5 2 2 0 0 

Transitions 11 11 10 10 11 11 

Error detection coverage (%) 73 50 80 65 100 100 

Table 5 Comparison of error detection coverages. 

this system state graph. First, a method for generating test sequences effective for 
rough testing has been considered. Then a method for generating more strict and 
effective test sequences considering the independency of each process in 
interoperability testing by identifying the states of individual processes has been 
proposed. 

An application for a simple protocol has shown that we can improve testing 
reliability in interoperability testing. In this example, it is concluded that all errors 
of the transition function and the output function of the system state graph can be 
detected. By using this method, reduction of costs of generating test sequences and 
improvement of reliability of testing can be expected for interoperability testing. 

We are constructing a support system for test sequence generation based on the 
proposed method. As future works, a quantitative analysis of the amount of 
calculations and sequence lengths has to be done. Reduction of test sequences and 
SSG is also open problem. 
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